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Beside the availability of fossil and renewable energies another severe future 
challenge is the discrepancy and distance between energy production possibilities 
and consumption requirements. While especially in metropolis cities the demand of
energy increases dramatically in many other areas energy e.g. in form of biomass is
unused or inaccessible.

This proposal focuses on a scenario that may help to adjust energy consumption 
and generation by removing heavy energy consumers from metropolis centers to 
rural areas. The intention is not only to relax the heavy load of energy 
infrastructures, it may also generate many other additional benefits as to society 
and ambient.

Energy as the Driving Force to Infrastructures

Last years highlighted more and more the focus on energy as the important resource for 
future development and welfare. However, energy was always important to develop 
nature, man, countries and state structures. Even in Roman Centuries control over land 
producing food for working animals and men was an important basis to create the 
Roman Empire.

When before especially energy directly powered by sun was used in the 20th Century the
energy mainly used changed to fossil energies like natural gas, coal and petrol. These 
concentrated forms of energy enabled a tremendous development of industrialization. 
Today we take into account that deposits of petrol, gas and coal are limited, their 
exploration causes an increase of CO2 in the atmosphere and for future developments 
sustainable use and generation of energy is vital and unavoidable.

But industrialization has changed life, introduced technologies and influenced 
expectations that cannot be maintained or further developed just simply returning to 
ancient standards. Even worse - technologies and civilization still develop, based on 
infrastructures created under conditions as if there were no limits. 

Metropolis cities still grow and as a reaction to these expansions they try to gain control
over their energy consumption rising the costs of energy hoping that consumers (private 
as well as industry) may do their best reducing own consumption. A study made for 
Cape Town1 showed up, that in 2007 just 18% of all energy consumption was related to 
residential consumers of which more than 90% already was electricity. 50% of energy 
consumption was related to transport and the rest of about 32% was consumed for 
industry and commerce. Well these figures may vary from one metropolis to the other, 
but it shows that transportation, industry and commerce are the biggest consumers of 
energy in metropolis cities, which in the majority is already electricity.

Energy consumption is steadily increasing and causes more and more blackouts which 
show that limits are reached and other strategies must be found. Many solutions are just 
related on extending the existing infrastructures. Streets develop to highways with many
lanes, public transportation is being introduced, buildings get bigger and higher, power 

1 WARD, S.; WALSH, V.: Cape Town Energy Case Study; 
www.worldenergy.org/documents/annex_1_cape_town_1.pdf, downloaded on 08/28/13, page 9 ff.
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lines are being expanded to higher capacities as other infrastructures also can only get 
bigger in size.

To limit or even reduce pollution many city governments count on electricity. Public 
transport is frequently based on electric trains and buses and there is a current 
discussion about electric cars in addition. This is supported by a strong hope that 
electric cars may also contribute reducing pollution and storing electric energy when 
general consumption is low. When private consumption of energy is already mainly 
based on electricity industrial consumption of electricity increases even more, using 
electric energy to operate heating, air condition, electric machines and any kind of other 
tool. 

Telecommunications has become an expanding form of electric energy consumption and
created combined with data processing a growing sector with increasing consumption of
electric energy. As a consequence the need especially for electricity in metropolis cities 
is continuously growing.

In the past this growing demand was compensated by installation of additional power 
plants and extension of power networks. But now there are some simple facts that will 
not longer allow these strategies in future. At first the limited availability of fossil 
energy will make difficult any calculation of future operational costs which makes 
complicated to set up realistic economic scenarios. Secondly the expansion of electric 
grids to higher power transports is limited by the existing infrastructures in the cities 
which may not allow installing further high power lines in many areas. Especially 
population is getting even more sensible about the influence of high power lines to the 
health of people, which may create resistance to further expansion plans.

Many infrastructures are still dominated by conditions created in colonization decades. 
Availability of special goods, like minerals or fruits on one side and ports on the other 
side favored structures that were just good to bring everything to the ports which in the 
meantime developed to giant cities. Back country lost its importance to life when 
industrialization substituted labor, which in change created a lot of additional social 
pressure to the metropolis.

Today society is facing other social and technological changes that may require and 
support a change in the way of future living and working again. When in the past labor 
was extremely dependent on human power to elaborate works for manufacture today we
see an increasing separation of human work and machines finally producing the goods 
and services. This separation started when cities grew and places to work separated 
from those to live and it reached its biggest extension until now, when North American 
and European companies outsourced their production to Asian or other states with low 
labor. 

The world needs to develop strategies for sustainable energy management. Well, there is
still fossil energy available, but it is running out. Consumption and production of energy
will have to find a balance at least; considering also that many products need fossil 
energy containing material, currently obtained from petrol, there should even be a future
excess of production of materials generated from solar energy.
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The Discrepancy in Sustainable Energy Production and Consumption

In general the source for sustainable energy is the sun. With its heat radiation the sun 
transports energy to the earth where it is converted into different other forms of energy. 
The main part of solar energy is converted into evaporation over the sea which in 
consequence generates wind activities and elevates water to rain down at higher places. 
The other giant energy conversion takes place inside sea and on land generating 
biomass. Of course direct conversion of solar energy into electricity is also possible, but
needs more further research to reach ecological balance. So currently energy obtained 
from wind, hydro and biomass are in main focus today and this essay will focus on 
biomass.

Looking on the consumer side of energy there are the metropolis cities as the principal 
consumers of energy. Living, transport and production take place at relatively small 
space. To achieve sustainable energy availability there is one of the most important 
challenges. It is not only necessary to supply a sufficient quantity of energy to these 
places it is also important to be economical with the available resources. Some already 
introduced strategies in metropolis cities concentrate on public transport and elevated 
costs for energy to get energy consumption under control.

Considering the world’s surface as a giant collector of solar radiation power the 
metropolis cities only cover a small part of the surface. Of course metropolis cities do 
generate huge amounts of biomass too, especially as waste, which in many places is still
“lost” in deposits. It could be used to generate electricity and thermal power instead, 
even saving energy currently spend to carry the waste to their deposits. However, it will 
never satisfy all energy needs of such metropolis. To collect solar energy the country 
side is with much more advantages.

The current key question is how to get the energy from the country side (as major 
collector of solar energy) to the metropolis cities (as major consumers of energy at all 
forms). Many projects are under study and projected to install overland power lines. But
is this the most effective strategy? Installation of power lines is not only very expensive 
it also consumes a huge amount of energy for itself. Just consider simply the energy 
needed to create the many steel towers which require in addition foundations made with 
concrete. Different to Germany where those constructions face severe legal 
confrontation in other countries the huge extensions of some thousand kilometers will 
drive the costs into enormous dimensions.

This paper intends to create awareness for another strategy which is based on the 
movement of big consumers of energy from the metropolis cities to those places where 
energy is available on the country side. The idea comes with a lot of advantages that 
could be generated instead following current expansion plans.

Identification of the consumers that do not need to be in the city and which are 
removable easily

In the past it was always an unavoidable necessity to have work and living close 
together. By this junction industrial development and growth of cities contributed each 
other. As mentioned before separation of life and work started in the cities and caused 
effects that had to be met with special solutions. When working locations separated 
from living areas due to the pollution generated from industrial productions this created 
a need to introduce transportation between work and living. This was mainly realized in 
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form of streets or any kind of train systems. Limited space and costs were rather a 
reason to introduce public transportation than ecological aspects in those days.

Next separation took place between industrial production and commercial functions of 
companies. In many cases administrative structures stayed inside the cities and 
industrial production shifted to special industrial areas or stayed at important trade 
routes like ports or railways, when administration moved to business centers.

Finally analyzing the production chain led to further separations. Frequently production 
in parts or in total was shifted to other companies or even to other countries, so that 
global companies today have their activities distributed all over the world. Between 
design and sales of the products and their manufacture nowadays is often are many 
thousands of miles of distance. International production involves many countries and 
the production chain is distributed over the world according to the priorities set. 

The working situation has changed very much so that many employees are used to work
in offices without having ever seen the places were their products finally are being 
produced or sold. An increasing number of employees is even working from home 
avoiding the daily traffic jam. It seems to be curious, but work and living are getting 
back together again.

However, to coordinate these works data processing centers have become most 
important and relevant to many industries. All this is being supported by technological 
developments that substitute more and more human manual work by machines and 
robotics. These are controlled from information systems which can process data in 
seconds and operate in precisions that are impossible to realize for people. In addition 
the data involved have reached volumes that are almost impossible to overlook by 
human employees. Almost complete productions can be performed in factories where 
not a single person works on the products2. In final conclusion this means that those 
production facilities could be placed anywhere, provided the energy and general 
infrastructure to operate them is available. 

Knowing that much more parts of the production chain in several sectors could be 
considered to be removed to other places this essay focuses on a specific element that 
needs a lot of energy, employs only few personnel and in most companies nobody 
knows where it really is located. It is about the data centers that became very important 
to control all the distributed activities of international companies and generate many 
services like telecommunications, banking, internet, sales, etc.

Current Developments in the Area of Data Centers

Of course there are many developments going on in the area of data centers, but this 
essay takes a look just only on the aspect of energy. There is a strong awareness of the 
power consumption problem in data centers already and many people are thinking about
the question on how to solve it. Some of the started thoughts and projects to reduce 
power consumption are mentioned further below, because the need for more processing 
power will grow steadily.

Data centers always played a leading role in the development of information processing.
Even long time before internet was introduced data centers provided highest processing 

2 MARKOFF, John: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/19/business/new-wave-of-adept-robots-is-
changing-global-industry.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0, downloaded on 9/1/2013
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power located at a single place. In those days all terminal equipment was close by and 
all activities from writing programs, feeding them to the computers and printing the 
results were performed in the same place. Data Centers were a place where a lot of 
people were working and doing their jobs from designing programs until receiving the 
results.

Today the picture of data centers has changed a lot. Most data centers are now 
connected to the internet and operate as servers and data storage for big volumes. The 
people working previously close to the data centers today rather work in their offices or 
even at home being connected through the internet. In most cases these users do not 
even know where the respective data center, they are connected to, is located. And in 
many cases they switch within seconds between data centers from one side of the world 
to the other. 

In change only few persons are still working in the data centers maintaining the systems
and protecting them against physical or software attacks. In deed many areas in those 
data centers are open only to a very limited number of authorized persons. 

If now we consider the power consumption of data centers and the number of workers 
to keep them running there is no urgent need to have them close to areas where many 
people are living. It is rather a question to have the right qualifications available than the
quantity of human workforce.

2011 in Germany about 2.34 million of servers were installed of which an estimated 
number of 1.42 million servers were located in data centers. The estimated consumption
of all servers was about 9.7 terawatt hours (TWh) which equals to four medium sized 
coal fired power plants3. So more than two coal fired power plants were operating only 
to keep data centers active.

For the future development of data centers there are different scenarios in which an 
increase of processing capacity is as well involved as the hope to overcompensate the 
growth of power consumption by more efficient technologies named as “Green IT”. In 
general a lot of effort is made to get the power consumption of the data centers under 
control and down. Current strategies with most expectation for success are the 
following4:
• Better effectiveness of power usage as an objective:

Today still a lot of energy consumed in data centers is used for cooling and makes 
about 50% of all power consumption. A significant parameter is the PUE-value 
(Power Usage Effectiveness) which is 2 if half of the power consumption is wasted in 
thermal power. The objective is to reduce the PUE down to 1,2 or even 1,1 where only
20% or 10% respectively is wasted as heat.

• Better management of energy usage:
This strategy is rather related to financial optimization, which means that higher 
consumption of energy with more processing activity will be concentrated on those 
hours when there is more energy available than consumed in the general electric 
network. When energy consumption is high the processing activities will be reduced 
to consume less energy. From the ecological point of view this strategy is not very 

3 HINTEMANN, R.; FICHTER, K.: Energieverbrauch und Energiekosten von Servern und 
Rechenzentren in Deutschland - Aktuelle Trends und Einsparpotenziale bis 2015; 
www.borderstep.de/pdf/V-Hintemann-Fichter-Kurzstudie_Rechenzentren_2012.pdf, downloaded on 
08/21/13, page 2
4 RÜDIGER, A.: Sieben neue Trends im Data Center; www.computerwoche.de/a/sieben-neue-trends-im-
data-center,2520157, downloaded on 08/21/13
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effective, but may reduce the operating costs of the data centers. However, 
considering the total cost of the data center this strategy may only have an economical
result, when the installed processing power cannot be sold completely and clients 
accept that their jobs are being processed with delay. But in such a case they may wish
to participate in the reduced costs with lower tariffs. 

• Integration to their closer ambient:
With this strategy data centers try to sell their excess of thermal energy to buildings 
around for heating purposes. In some cases even the servers themselves are being 
installed into the cellars of those buildings to be heated. At least such a strategy avoids
losses of energy with the transportation from building to building. It may be a strategy
in regions where heating is a need. However it is no strategy in tropical areas or in 
summer.

• Modulation of IT usage according to energy availability:
The cases before concentrate more on the management of heat or cooling 
management. But processor activity and power consumption are very much related to 
each other. So this strategy tries to adapt the processor activities to the availability of 
cheap electric energy hours.

• Reduction of size and modularity:
Reduction of size focuses especially on all those auxiliary equipment which becomes 
necessary when servers and data centers are big and need equipment e.g. to cool down
the rooms and processors, etc. Modularization is used to standardize equipment and 
functions and reduce operating costs. This strategy may be applicable in some cases, 
but where powerful processing capacity is required it may not help so much.

• Interconnection of Data Centers at higher Bit Rates:
This strategy again focuses on cost optimization just enabling to transmit more 
information at lower prices, but its ecological impacts are limited.

• Transnational Orientation:
With this strategy data centers are being distributed over the world using the fact that 
everywhere is a changing usage of energy through the day. So when e.g. in Asia is 
night energy costs may be low and cooling is more efficient. Data centers could be 
used there at night to process tasks for the American continent where the working day 
may require more processing activity at the same time. However this is a strategy 
which only big and specialized companies can follow. In addition the respective 
distances may cause additional effects.

The current developments and ambitious plans to reduce costs are very much related to 
the existing networks and structures of the places they are installed in. They mainly 
intent to optimize inside the data centers reducing costs not considering the effects the 
same data centers may cause outside their own ambient5. 

Sustainable Power Generation

Sun as the major supplier of sustainable energy for the earth transmits radiation which 
on earth is being transformed into different forms of energy. Solar and wind power 
generation is still very dependent from its availability and needs additional technologies 
or supplies of energy to establish a stable electricity network. In many cases coal fired 
power plants are being heated without producing electricity just to be able to react, 
when there is a major change of power production from solar and wind power 

5 FICHTER, K., et.al.; Energieeffiziente Rechenzentren - Best-Practice-Beispiele aus Europa, USA und 
Asien; http://www.bmu.de/fileadmin/bmu-
import/files/pdfs/allgemein/application/pdf/broschuere_rechenzentren_bf.pdf, downloaded on 08/21/13, 
pages 10 ff.
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generation. This “adjustment energy” compensates many positive effects generated by 
the sustainable energy production.

From the sustainable energies only hydro-power and biomass plants can produce energy
to demand due to their storing capabilities of their respective primary energies. All other
power generation alternatives produce on availability. This is why in following a focus 
will be made especially on biomass power generation.

In the last years the author studied the applicability of biomass plants especially in 
South America and he found out that strategies applied in Europe cannot be transferred 
to South America one by one. The basic conditions are too different. When for example 
in Germany a medium-sized cattle fattening farm may grow between 300 and 500 cattle,
those farms in South America would hardly be considered with less than 10.000 cattle.

This has a first important impact. It is a difference to feed up to 500 cattle with a diet 
grown near by or to feed 10.000 cattle where either the cattle moves over large areas of 
land or the diet has to be delivered continuously from remote planting grounds. When 
the cattle moves it is quite difficult to collect their excrement for biomass methane 
production and when the diet has to be provided it requires huge amounts of daily truck 
transports.

Biogas energy production is a two-step production which in a first step generates biogas
(methane). In a second step it can operate generators or turbines to convert the methane 
into electricity and thermal energy. This second step does not necessarily have to be 
made at the same place where the biogas is generated from the biomass. As an 
alternative the biogas itself can be transported through pipelines to other places to use it 
there. 

In Germany both alternatives are in use. On some farms they just generate the biogas 
and sell it through pipelines to buildings and factories where it is used as they need. 
Some factories use it to generate processing heat and in other cases they use it to 
generate own cheap electricity and heat the buildings with the excess of thermal energy. 
Other farms operate own generators to sell the electricity directly to the grid and use the 
heat for own applications, e.g. to operate greenhouses.

These considerations may lead us to the next aspect why German solutions are not 
easily transferable to South American conditions. When in Germany the grid is 
frequently close by or new power line installation is just a question of some few 
kilometers in South America remote farms are not even connected or at least in most 
cases very far away from the next grid access. 

To be able to sell electric power generated on remote farms to the general electric grid, 
in most cases the consequence is to install some hundred or thousand kilometers of new 
power lines. But if the installation of a new electric power line is very expensive the 
installation of new pipelines does not seem to be an economic alternative, even 
considering that the biogas could be used for even more applications somewhere else.

So if we still consider biomass as a resource to generate energy on remote farms a third 
impact separates biogas generation technologies and disqualifies liquid fermentation in 
remote applications. To be able to operate efficiently liquid fermentation in most cases it
requires not only a specialized diet to motivate its operating bacteria. It also demands 
for additional diet to produce biogas at optimized volumes. To estimate the required 
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volumes let us assume that bacteria demand the same volume of additional diet as it 
receives as excrement from the cattle to be productive at best conditions.

A short calculation will help to understand the consequences. Per day a cattle may 
require an average diet of about 25 kg which finally leaves the cattle at almost same 
volume as excrement or input to the fermentation. When in a German farm with 500 
cattle this causes a daily consumption of 12.5 tons of diet 10.000 cattle in South 
American farms will require 250 tons of daily diet. The same amount must be added to 
keep the bacteria happy and productive. 

It is easy to see, that those volumes to be delivered daily to the farm will hardly reach 
economic figures, if compensation can be achieved only from electricity sales. But there
are some other facts like complexity, own power consumption and sensibility to repairs 
that are additional reasons which make operation of liquid fermentation in remote farms
difficult or at least unattractive. 

Dry fermentation in change does not require additional diet to be added, is simpler in 
construction and use and operates with a wider range of biomass inputs. The percentage 
of methane contained in biogas produced with dry fermentation is lower than produced 
with liquid fermentation but does not reduce the economic efficiency very much due to 
lower own consumption of energy for the process. This is why in following only dry 
fermentation is considered as an applicable technology for remote farms.

The Key Question for Biomass Energy Generation on Remote Farms

Well for all economic activity the general question is how to generate value and income.
If it is difficult or at least not economical to sell the generated biogas through pipelines 
the first investigation must study a sale to the electric grid. But even that in many cases 
leaves two questions unanswered. 

1. How much will it cost to connect to the grid?
and sometimes even more important

2. What shall be done with that huge amount of thermal energy generated?

When even the expansion of the electric grid might be solved through a national 
program supported by a political will the second question is still unanswered. But the 
economical use of the thermal energy is important to compete with other energies.

At this point enter other technologies that may open the thermal energy to further use. 
When there is heat it is possible to generate cooling out of it. It sounds paradox, but 
there are technologies that use heat as a main driving power to generate cooling6. In 
general those cooling equipments use the effects of evaporation cooling which is 
generated when liquids evaporate. This physical process extracts heat from its ambient 
and lowers the temperatures. Transferred to other transporting media these lower 
temperatures can be transported to other applications.

In closed sorption based processes the binding of a cooling media in a chemical solution
(absorption) or on the surface of a solid material (adsorption) is used. Heat in absorption
processes is used to dry out the used liquids and enable them to take up new materials 
from evaporation cooling processes. Operating an adsorption process means that solid 

6 NN: Wie funktioniert Kühlen mit Wärme? http://www.unendlich-viel-
energie.de/de/waerme/detailansicht/article/175/wie-funktioniert-kuehlen-mit-waerme.html, downloaded 
on 9/1/2013
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materials, like silica gel, extracts from a steamy ambient the humidity which later is 
driven out again by heat to re-initiate the process. A big advantage of these closed 
processes is their simplicity and solid construction. However their big sizes do limit 
their application frequently to factories or big buildings. On remote farms their size will 
not be of any importance at all.

On the other side in open sorption based processes the media does not return to the 
system whenever its function is completed. The media must be substituted by new one. 
The operation cycle is a combination of evaporation cooling with room drying through a
drying media that absorbs the humidity. As there is a direct contact with the ambient 
atmosphere only water can be used as cooling media and usually air is treated.

Applied on remote farms the decision between open and closed systems depends of the 
availability of water and the normal ambient temperatures. In any case; being able to 
make use out of the thermal energy opens a wide field of additional applications and use
for remote farms. 

When heat might be used to cook food or concentrate liquids cooling enables even more
fields of business and sales that were not possible before considering the high costs of 
petrol based energies. The possibility for cooling even enables the installation and 
operation of slaughterhouses with connected freezer chambers as well as the cooling for
data centers.

Finally to answer the initial question on how to make business we must take into 
account that laying a fiber-optic cable (or even more of them) with some thousand glass 
fibers will cost much less than installing pipelines or electric power lines. Installation 
and maintenance costs for fiber-optic cables are always lower than high voltage power 
lines or pipelines. In Germany e.g. the installation of a kilometer of power line is 
estimated to cost between 750.000 €/km and 1.400.000 €/km depending on the power 
capacity7. It does not seem to be realistic to spend 750 to 1.400 Euros per meter to lay a 
fiber-optic cable – even when it is to be buried into the earth.

Interconnecting and rerouting through further data centers on the way may contribute to 
create a stable and failure proof interconnection between farm and metropolis cities or 
the general internet. 

And if there might be some high voltage power lines accessible on the route – why not 
put the fiber-optic cable on the top of the grounding cable? It was a strategy used by 
many power companies in Europe when the telecommunication market was liberalized.

The advantages of data centers on remote farms

Instead of selling power in its forms as gas, electricity or heat the proposed strategy sells
products and services at higher levels. Information is transported instead of physical 
power. For the final user of this information it makes no difference where it has been 
processed – he will not even have any idea about it.

Building and operating data centers on remote farms requires always a positive business
case. Of course these business cases depend very much on the existing conditions. Is 

7 LEPRICH, U.; et.al.: Ausbau elektrischer Netze mit Kabel oder Freileitung unter besonderer 
Berücksichtigung der Einspeisung Erneuerbarer Energie; www.erneuerbare-energien.de/fileadmin/ee-
import/files/pdfs/allgemein/application/pdf/studie_netzausbau_bf.pdf, downloaded on 08/21/13, pp 51 ff.
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there any access to the grid or how much distance must be spread to connect the fiber-
optic cable? 

Also other geographical conditions will have an impact. It may be important to know 
whether a farm is rather located in hot or rather in cool regions. This question may 
decide over the power needed to cool down the data center. Under these aspects 
probably a poor and unattractive farm in the mountains may convert into an optimized 
and attractive location for a data center. 

Especially when there is not that much need for thermal cooling due to cold ambient 
temperatures additional wind power mills might be installed up to those limits where 
biogas is just only used to stabilize the own power network.

This may explain that social or ambient effects may have a direct influence on the 
attractiveness for all participants in those projects. All projects will have own conditions
to be considered. But even simply taking into account that farms will generate 
additional income and data centers can calculate with almost constant energy prices, 
because there is almost no influence from the petrol market to the local energy 
generation, every business case has a chance to achieve positive results very soon. 

But of course there are much more benefits arising from this model from which society 
and users may participate significantly. And as more data centers are installed better 
economies and security will be achieved.

Benefits to remote farmers:
• Additional source for income renting space for data centers and operating (feeding) 

biogas plants with additional infrastructures,
• The resulting waste from the biogas generation is a very valuable fertilizer that 

enables higher efficiency and productivity for other agricultural products,
• Space for personnel operating the data centers may be required which enables further 

income through rental of homes and rooms.
• Remote farms get direct and fast access to the internet enabling better information and

participation,
• Excess of energy may be used for additional production, activities or even luxury.
• Farming machines and vehicles could be operated with free energy (methane or 

electricity) from the biomass plant.

Benefits to the metropolis cities:
• Less consumption of energy causes less need for capacity extension and infrastructure 

investments,
• Space in metropolis cities is expensive and now available for other kind of business, 

living or parks,
• Less cooling of data centers reduces general heat impact to the city,
• Cities may develop their ambient structures rather for better living than to industrial 

needs which makes them more attractive to live in,
• Employment will rather develop to higher values in design and marketing of goods 

and services,
• More jobs operating from home offices will reduce transportation needs and traffic,
• Less pressure through influx of poor people that now may also find jobs on the 

country side.
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Benefits to the ambient:
• Reduced use of fossil energy to operate data centers,
• CO2-neutral operation,
• Access to unused biomass is possible,
• Land consumption through remote data centers is low.
• Improved productivity of land through fertilizers from biomass generation reduces 

need for deforestation.

Benefits to data center operators:
• Data centers are operated to 100% with sustainable energy at Zero-CO2-level which is 

an important marketing factor,
• Moderate development of energy pricing independent to development of petrol or 

natural gas pricing enables long term attractiveness of costs,
• In general low restrictions and requirements to buildings, when constructed on remote 

land,
• Low land pricing or rentals.
• Improved security due to the fact that areas where data centers are being installed can 

be monitored much easier on the country side than in cities with all the activities 
around.

Benefits to society:
There are many different positive effects to the society which count from the 
distribution of qualified work over the back-countries, supporting there also the 
elevation of higher living standards. Unattractive areas may convert into attractive 
places where people may love to live. In addition a better and cheaper availability of 
data processing may help the population to educate and develop.

Resume

Up to now politics to manage energy in metropolis cities and data centers focus on the 
reduction of energy consumption and installation of additional sustainable power plants,
maintaining the existing other structures. Many projects are undertaken and planned to 
explore renewable energies and bring them to the places they are needed currently. 
From economical and ecological point of view it might help much better to bring the 
consumers of energy to the places where energy is easily generated. Especially when it 
does not involve the need to move many people this should be a strategy to be easily 
followed. 

The installation of additional power lines might become unnecessary due to adjusted 
consumption.
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